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November SCAMPS Meeting Location
As of this writing there is no plan to hold a SCAMPS meeting for November. Probably the best thing to do is go
flying-that’s where we are just about every weekend.
See you there!

SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

I have to say I’ve been busy with design activity since late summer. I have
another P-30 ship I’m tinkering with now based on the Yardstick design I
currently have shown on my website. I’ve been testing the first prototype
since early September and have been having a ball refining it to get to the
minimum weight target of 40 grams without rubber. I’m calling this bird
the Super Y. No plans on kitting yet-I’m just playing with thoughts on the
design. Also in the same mix of focus on design is a new version of the
Apache 36 concept that Ralph Ray and Stan Buddenbohm have been
wrenching on for the better part of two years for E-36. I’m hoping to build
the collaboration version prototype later in November and do some test
flying before the end of the year along with Ralph Ray. The whole process
of design and collaboration with other flyers is very rewarding to me and
really makes this hobby pop as a truly fine art to be involved in.
Well, onto other things-the US Free Flight Champs went off pretty well in
late September. Friday and Saturday were the two best days for
flying-Sunday dawned with very brisk westerly winds that resulted in the
contest being called early.
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I spent quite a bit of time with a visitor contestant who came all the way from Mexico City to check out the
contest flying and also participate in the P-30 event. Juan Fuentes brought his wife, daughter and a few P-30
models he had built and made the rounds with just about everyone on the field. He was representing his
flying club in Mexico and was questioning every aspect of free flight. Don Kaiser was very helpful in
communicating with him in his native language and was making sure he was getting the support he needed.
I set him up with a spare winder and torque meter for his P-30 ships and also allowed him to work off my
stooge to make his trimming and contest flights. I served as his timer and coached him in his first ever free
flight contest. And by golly he did pretty well in the perfect conditions we had Saturday morning-the only
problem was he preferred to walk on the long retrieves so that gave me plenty of time to fly my rounds in
P-30 while he was hoofing it for his model. I think he learned quite a bit from everyone and felt comfortable
and welcomed on the field-my thanks to all who helped spread the goodwill around-I know Juan was very
happy when he left after the awards were handed out on Sunday-he placed third in P-30.
Flying was brisk and punctuated with quite a few crashes on the power side I thought. One large Nostalgia
Gas ship went off pattern and flew full speed into the parking area-I didn’t see where it hit but luckily no
injuries or serious damage aside from the demolished model. Bud Romak launched his beautiful Westerner
and it went up in a graceful arch onto it’s back and dove straight in under full power. The traditional Romak
model funeral followed, punctuated with jibes about having removed the tracker before igniting the remains
of the Westener. I saw him later in the pit area cleaning up the engine with a smile on his face so I guess it
wasn’t too dreadful.
I’ll let the pictures tell the story-many thanks to Arline Bartick for taking the shots and then sharing them out
to the various club newsletter guys. And also many thanks to Ted Firster and his wife for keeping things on
track as directors-I’m pretty sure he got a thumbs up for bringing the show back for the 45 th year in 2015.

This image pretty much says it all……………
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Ray Peel

Phil Ronney

Clint Brooks

Rob Cobb
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Juan Fuentes

Bob Scully

Don Kaiser

Unknown to me-beautiful launch shot by Arline

Al Richardson

Doss Porter and Daniel Heinrich-not in image is Carl Redlin who also flew Twin Pusher
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SCAMPS October Club Contest

by Bernie Crowe

Our October contest started a little overcast but attendance was good and the weather improved during the
morning, finishing up a near ideal day. Our scheduled events were Nos Wake/Nos Rubber, and three
electric events; F1Q, E-36, and Harbor Freight. We’ve held onto Harbor Freight in memory of our good
friend Tom Carman, who excelled at flying these little ready-to-fly foamies, chalking up flights of
four-minutes plus. That, and the fact that they are ready to fly was thought to present an ideal entry-level
electric class. However, Harbor Freight no longer carries them and they have been harder and harder to find
(I have one new in the box-contact me-ed). As Ray Peel pointed out, their unavailability gave those of us
who still have them an unfair advantage, so we agreed to drop the event.
We also decided to include AMA Electric as an event by popular demand (Hal Cover) and permit E-36 to be
flown in this class for convenience. AMA Electric rules permit 10 second motor runs for a two minute max,
which corresponds well with the middle runs of E-36 so both planes can be flown without penalty. As it
turned out, there was only one AMA Electric flier present (Hal) and he didn’t fly; so all the entries were from
E-36 fliers.
Hal contested Nostalgia Rubber, flying his Duster against George Walter’s Bilgri. NosRubber flies 2-, 3-,
and 4-minute maxes and then continues with 4-minute as long as the competitor doesn’t drop. Hal made his
2 minutes, but then scored 150 and 208, so George went after him with the big Bilgri. George made his 2and 3-minute maxes, but dropped the last flight pretty badly at 160. Hal asked to fly another plane in the
contest and since no one objected, he put up his tandem wing “Gizmo.” He made the 2-minute flight, but
dropped the next one by seven seconds. His last flight however, made later in the morning, hooked a
monster thermal and was off the field for a solid max, giving Hal the win.
We only had two entries in F1Q, and both of them were “Noah’s Quarks.” Phil Ronney was flying his built
from a BMJR kit, and I flew my five-year old #4 wings and stab on my #8 fuselage. Bits are getting hard to
come by! My first flight went well and worked the lift across the field to DT pretty high up at three minutes
for a solid max. Phil’s managed to find some down air to record a 112. When I went out to retrieve my
plane I found the wing broken pretty badly, presumably as a result of a hard DT, and it was beyond a field
repair. Phil put up another flight of 102, again hitting bad air, but his total beat mine and he won. I’ve only
flown twice against Phil and he’s beaten me both times!
Our “AMA Electric” contingent was comprised entirely of visiting E-36 fliers. Stan Buddenbohm, Ralph
Ray, and Lee Hines are well-known competitors and they were on their game this day. Our redoubtable
newsletter editor Clint Brooks had also made it to the field, an unusual occurrence for him as a full time
working man. Clint was flying the Joule Box 190 designed by John Oldenkamp and kitted beautifully by
Clint’s CB Designs company. Stan and Ralph were both flying the Apache 36 developed jointly by them,
while Lee entered a GTS36 by the Malkhasians. AMA Electric gets three flights of 10 second motor runs for
2-minute maxes, and if the competitor makes these he/she can go on with 5-second motor runs until they fail
to make a max. Clint’s planes usually max reliably on 10 seconds, but he managed to find poor air on his
first for a 52. The other three all maxed. In Round 2 almost everybody maxed, but Ralph dropped just 4
seconds! Everyone maxed the third Round, and so just Stan and Lee were “clean” to go for the fly-off
flights. Stan made his, but Lee had a disappointing 60 seconds. Stan put up one more max just to underline
the win. Lee was second. Ralph third, and Clint fourth.
A good turnout and fun flying. Thanks for all who took part.
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George and Carolyn Walter had the pleasure of given their daughter away in marriage on Saturday, October
11th. Also in attendance to celebrating the occasion were Hal and Judy Wightman. This is why George and Hal were
not at the SCAMPS meeting that day. Karen is a lawyer in Costa Mesa and her husband John Scott is a Quality
Engineer for Raytheon.

Picture and caption provided by George Walter-congratulations George and the newlyweds! You and Hal
look quite dapper-I’m not used to seeing you in anything but flying attire. –ed
One piece of business to go-please be sure to complete a 2015 SCAMPS membership application and send
your dues to Kevin Sherman at the address shown on the form. See you at the Fall Annual in a few weeks!
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SCAMPS Membership Renewal Form
It is time to renew our Scamps membership dues again. This year we are offering two types
of memberships. Our regular membership, which includes a monthly printed newsletter
mailed to you, remains the same $30 per year. Our E-mail ONLY newsletter membership
will be offered at $15. Those who chose the E-mail newsletter option membership will no
longer receive a hard copy of the newsletter in the mail, only the E-mail version. We are
able to pass on the savings for the club to those members who chose the E-mail membership.
We want to make sure we have everyone’s correct contact information. If you have moved,
changed your phone number or have a new E-mail address, please let us know (contact Kevin
Sherman). The dues are $30 (regular membership) or $15 (E-mail membership)

and should be made payable to the SCAMPS. Please send your dues to Kevin
Sherman, 1521 S. Normandy Terrace, and Corona, CA 92882
Please check one
Please sign me up for regular membership

Please sign me up for E-mail membership

Name _________________________________ Phone Number ______________________________
Address _______________________________ E-mail _____________________________________
_______________________________________
Do you have any interest in SCAMPS Shirts? I have several in stock for those who need them in most
sizes. We have T-shirts, short and long sleeve and Polo shirts. Contact Kevin Sherman for
availability.
Yes

No
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SCAMPS Haggart/Bowden
Sunday, February 15, 2015– Perris, CA
AMA Sanctioned Contest
***Flying Starts at 8:00 AM and contest closes at 1:00PM!

EVENTS:
Haggart-Bowden 2-minute precision
*ABC Pylon – Combined (20 Second engine run)
*ABC Fuselage – Combined (20 Second engine run)
*Small O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Large O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
* Electric Tomboy (1 minute motor run best single flight wins)
*Perris Special (15 Second engine run - Glow & Ignition)
* 1/2A Nostalgia (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
* ABC Nostalgia (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
* Nostalgia Rubber
*3 minute Max
*SAM rules for standard SAM events
*Entry fee is $5 per event

CD Mike Myers
818 439-3799 (mobile) - 818 241-9154 (home)
Haggart-Bowden 2-minute Precision RULES: Aircraft must be a NON-Pylon type, conforming to the 8
oz./sq. ft, 80 oz./cu. Inch and L2/100 rules. The power shall be spark ignition engine(s). All flights shall be
rise off ground. The time target for each flight is 120 seconds (2 minutes). Each flight will be scored as the
difference between actual flight time and the target time. Each contestant will make 3 flights. On any
flight, a D/T action at less than 4 minutes will result in a ZERO flight time (120 score for that flight). The
winner will be the flyer that accumulates the total nearest 3 perfect 2-minute flights.
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